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Guidelines for Taking Notes on Narrative Films 
(from a handout by Patricia White and Sharon Ullman) 

 
You MUST take notes to refer to the film, but you need to be selective or you will miss it.  
Watching the films a second time is highly recommended.  See also Timothy Corrigan, A Short 
Guide to Writing About Film. 
 
Head your sheet with title, director, year, and note main character names and the names of the 
actors who play them. 
 
You may want to divide your sheet into vertical columns and reserve one for distinctive stylistic 
elements—framing (sketches help) lighting effects or sound/music, cutting or décor, 
arrangements of figures—and one for noting narrative events and dialogue. 
 
Narrative films divide rather easily into segments unified by time, place, action, characters.  
These segments are often divided by a fade or a dissolve.  Do a running “segmentation or 
narrative breakdown of the film as you watch, numbering the major narrative units. 
 
Pay close attention to the opening and closing scenes.  How does the film establish its “story 
world” or diegesis?  How does it bring about closure? 
 
What characterizes the film’s lighting, mise-en-scene (what’s in the shot), use of music, acting, 
cutting, framing, camera movement?  Are these codes subordinate to the story or do they call 
attention to themselves?  Use symbols and abbreviations to note framing, direction of character 
or camera movement. 
 
Does the film use voice-over?  Is it authoritative? 
 
Does the film make extensive use of point-of-view shots to maintain our identification with a 
particular character? 
 
Is the narrative linear or temporally complex?  Character driven? 
 
Does the film belong to a recognizable genre?  What iconography, settings, themes, tell you so? 
 
What affective (emotional) response does the film produce—pleasure, terror, humor?  When and 
how? 
 
 
[Note: if you are interested in learning more about the formal elements and production of film, 
see Film Art: An Introduction, by David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson] 




































































































